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ABSTRACT 
Starting from a sequence of specific orthogonal matrices, and using the matricial 
Kronecker product, we build classes of matrices S,, k = 1,2,. . , which are shown to 
possess a certain affiliation with Toeplitz and Hankel matrices. Being completely 
determined by the first-row elements, their eigenvalues, as well as an inversion 
formula, are easily derived therefrom. S matrices, as they are termed in general, may 
arise through the application of finite-difference methods to boundary-value problems. 
1. S MATRICES: ORIGIN AND GENERATION 
In the sequel, let I, denote the unit matrix of order n, and P, a matrix 
with elements pi, i + 1 := 1 for i = l(l)n - 1 and zero elsewhere. 
It is well known that the n x n tridiagonal matrix 
T,, := 21, - P,, - P,’ 
has eigenvalues 
kv 
2 - 2COS~, k = l(l)n, 
0.1) 
(1.2) 
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and eigenvectors 
ks 2km 
sin-,sin- 
n+l n+l 
k=l(l)n, CER,. (1.3) 
These eigenvectors are orthogonal and can be normalized with respect to the 
L, norm by taking c = [2/(n + 1)] ‘12. If A denotes the diagonal matrix of 
eigenvahres (1.2), and U the (symmetric) orthogonal matrix of eigenvectors 
(1.3), then we have 
T,, = UN-J. (1.4) 
We use U as starting matrix to generate recursively the following se- 
quence of symmetric orthogonal matrices. 
DEFINITION 1. Starting from matrices having the form 
Ei”) := (,$)) = (/zsina), i, j = l(l)n, (1.5) 
we associate with a given sequence of numbers 
W:No+No, CO:= {m,}, k=1,2 ,..., (1.6) 
a sequence of matrices { Ep) }, k = 1,2,. . . , which are constructed by means 
of the recursion 
Ef’t) := E~‘%)@Eb’-,) 
k-l y k = 2,3,...; (1.7) 
here 8 denotes the matricial Kronecker product, and the numbers nk are 
defined as 
nk := mknk_l, k = 2,3,. . .; n, := ml. (1.8) 
THEOREM 1. The matrices Eg”k) are symmetric orthogonal. 
Proof. Symmetry follows directly from the symmetry of Ep) and from 
(1.7). Since Ep) is orthogonal, we prove orthogonality by induction on k. 
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Assuming that the matrices Efiil) are orthogonal, we have, by virtue of 
properties of the Kronecker product (Graham [4]), 
= Z 
“k’ 
n 
Whenever possible, we will denote matrices Epk) more simply as E,. By 
means of the matrices E, the following sets of matrices can be introduced. 
DEFINITION 2. With the sequence (1.6) we associate the following sets of 
matrices: 
V, := {E, (“k)DkEpk) } , k=1,2,.... (1.9) 
Here D, denotes an arbitrary (real or complex) diagonal matrix of order nk. 
Each element of V, is called an S, matrix associated with the sequence 
ok:= m,,m,,..., { mk} (or, shorter, if this causes no confusion, an S, matrix 
or S matrix); its elements are denoted by s$i) or sij. 
In the sequel, the symbol S, will sometimes designate particular elements 
of the sets V, as well. 
The following assertions are trivial consequences of Definition 2 and 
Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. 
(i) Each set V, is a linear space with respect to matrix addition and 
multiplication with scalars. 
(ii) Each set V, is closed under matrix multiplication. 
(iii) An S, matrix is nonsingular ifi the corresponding D, matrix is 
rumsingular; if S, is nonsingular, then S; ’ = E, D; ‘E, E V,. 
(iv) D, is the diagonal eigenvalue matrix of the corresponding S,, and E, 
is the matrix of eigenvectors. 
The classes of S matrices can be extended by allowing a more general 
type of matrices for the D, in Definition 2. 
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DEFINITION 3. Let B, be any block diagonal matrix of order nk contain- 
ing blocks of order n,, 1 Q r < k. Then each element of the sets 
v,l := { q%)~,El”t)}, k = 2,3,..., (1.10) 
is called an S,,, matrix associated with the row {n,; m,,,, . . . , mk} (or, 
shorter, a semi-Snurtrix). 
It is clear that r = 0 corresponds to ordinary S, matrices, and r = k to 
arbitrary matrices. 
The assertions of Theorem 2 can readily be adjusted to the case of semi-S 
matrices. In Section 2 we will show a number of intrinsic properties of S 
matrices, leading up to exact inversion formulae. At the same time, we will 
briefly indicate how, and to what extent, these properties carry over to semi-S 
matrices. 
On taking D, = A, it follows from (1.1) and (1.4) that the corresponding 
S, matrix is nothing else but T,,. Matrices of type (1.1) originate from 
finitedifference techniques applied to twopoint boundary-value problems. 
Likewise S, matrices stem from two-dimensional problems. One of the 
possible discretizations of Poisson’s equation on a square, for example, 
produces the following n2 X n2 block tridiagonal matrix (Mitchell [9]): 
B,, := Z,@A, - P,@Z, - (P,,@Z,)r, A, := 41, - P,, - P,‘. (1.11) 
The eigenvalues of B,, are well known to be 
ir 
4 - Bcos- - 
i, 
n+l 
ecos- 
n+l’ 
1 G i, j Q n; (1.12) 
the components of the corresponding (normalized) eigenvectors are 
2 pri vj 
-sin-sin- 
n+l n+l n+l’ 
l<i, j<n, l<p,qGn. (1.13) 
It is clear from (1.3) and (1.7) that these eigenvectors build the matrix Z$“‘). 
Hence, if one chooses the numbers (1.12) as diagonal elements of D2, the S, 
matrix so formed is just B,. 
In Section 3, we will give a survey of possible generations of S and semi-S 
matrices through the application of finite-difference methods to several types 
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of boundary-value problems, as well as techniques for solving the companion 
linear systems. 
2. INTRINSIC PROPERTIES OF S MATRICES 
In order to investigate the internal structure of S matrices, we introduce 
the following notations and conventions. 
First, we will use pairs of subscripts (i,, j,), 1~ i,, j, < m,, and (p,, 9s), 
1~ p,, 9s < n,, s = l(l)k, wh ic h are are interrelated as (2 < s < k) 
p, = i, + (is - l)n, + ‘. . + (i, - l)n,_,, p, = i,, 
(2.1) 
9,=jl+(jz-l)n,+ *** +(js-l)n,_,, 91= jl, 
where the i, and j, are uniquely determined in terms of ps and 9s by the 
following division algorithm: 
p,=(i,-l)n,_i+fl,-1, 9, = (j, - l)fl,_, + R:-,; 
~,=(i,-i)n,_,~R,_~, R:=(j,-l)nt-ltRi-l~ t = s - l( - 1)3: 
R,=(i,-l)n,+i,, Rh=(ja-l)n,+ j,. (2.2) 
In case of S,,, matrices, we have that r + 1~ s < k. The procedure (2.2) 
runs up to the computation of R, and R:, and these numbers can be put 
equal to p, and Q~. respectively. The relations (2.1) must be replaced by 
p,=p,+(i,+,-l)n,+ -a- +(is-l)n,_i, 
Next, let Eik, jk denote each submatrix of E, of order nk_ 1, which is a 
member of the partition of E, into mk block rows and columns. It is 
immediately clear from Definition 1 that 
E. =&‘%‘E 
r,,,k k-1, 1 < ik? jk < mk, 
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where the e-elements are given by (1.5). More generally, Eis, i8;, .ik jk, 2 < s < 
k, denotes each submatrix of order ns_ r belonging to the ’ bartition of 
Ei,+l. j,+,;...;ik. jk into m, block rows and columns. For these submatrices the 
following formula holds: 
Eis, js;...;ik, jk= 2,<s<k. (2.4) 
For s = 1 we obtain the individual elements of Ek: 
4.P 
Ei,, j,:...;i,, jk= 2k’2 IfI 
sin - 
m,+1 
t=1 (mt+1)1’2’ 
(2.5) 
In case of Sklr matrices, the formula (2.4) only holds for r + 1~ s < k. 
Submatrices of D, can be treated analogously: let 
D. as ,.._, i,‘= ( Di,_, ,..., i$i,_l, j,-,Jy 2 Q ” ky (2.6) 
be the subdiagonal matrices of order n,_ r, with Dk itself given by (Di,~i~, j,J, 
and its individual elements Xi ,,,, ,,ilr (or xPl) by Di,,, ,, , in. For Sk, I matrices, 
(2.6) holds for r +2 d s < k, with D replaced by B. The matrices B,,+ ,,..., i, 
are the blocks of order n, of the defining matrix Bk; see Definition 3. 
Finally, it will be clear from the above that Sis, j,;, ,; i,, j, (2 G s < k) stands 
for all submatrices of order n,_r of a Sk matrix corresponding to one of the 
padtiOns On Sk. Again, for Sk ,, matrices, s is restricted to r + 1~ s < k, 
since no partition is defined on Si,+,, j,+ ,;,, .i,, jk* All matrices Si$, j,;, .ik, jk> 
1~ s < k ( or r + 1 G s < k), will be called the Kronecker submutrices of an 
Sk matrix (or an Sk, I matrix). 
For s = 1 we obtain the individual elements sp,, 4~ = Si,, j,;. ..; ik, jk> which 
can easily be calculated now. 
THEOREM 3. The elements of an Sk matrix are given by 
2k W ‘S s 
s 
pk.%= n;,,(m,+l) 
sin-sins]. (2.7) 
m,+l 
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Proof. On account of Definition 2 we have 
‘IL, jk = 5 Eik, jk’ 
tk = 1 
(2.8) 
Passing on to lower-order submatrices, (2.8) generalizes to 
sis, j.;,..:ik, jr_= 2 ’ . . z Ei,,t~;...;tk,tk~ts ,...,tkEt.,js;...;t,,j,’ 
t, = 1 tli = 1 
l<s<k. (2.9) 
For s = 1, (2.9) and (2.5) lead to (2.7). w 
For S,,, matrices, the equivalent of (2.7) is (2.9), with s = T + 1. 
THEOREM 4. The Kronecker submutrices Si8, j,;.,.;i,, jk, 2 Q s < k, are S,_, 
matrices, associated with the sequence w, _ 1 := { m 1, m2,. . . , m, _ 1 } . 
Proof. It suffices to prove that the Sik, jk are S,_, matrices. It follows 
from (2.8) and (2.3) that 
(2.10) 
The central factor in this expression is a diagonal matrix of order n&i. 
Hence, Sit, jk is an Sk_ i matrix, associated with the sequence wk_ 1’ n 
This theorem remains valid for Sk, I matrices, provided s > r + 2; the 
sequence involved is {n,; m,+,,...,m,_,}. 
Between the elements of a Sk matrix-and likewise between its Kronecker 
submatrices-certain relations exist. We focus on that in the next three 
theorems. 
THEOREM 5. An Sk matrix is symmetric and persymmetric. Likewise, an 
Sk matrix has a symmetric and persymmetric block structure with respect to 
its Kronecker submutrices. 
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Proof. Symmetry is a direct consequence of (2.7). In order to prove that 
s 
Pk,9k 
=s “~+l-qt,“~+l-p,’ we observe that 
nk=ml+(m,-l)n,+ ... +(m,--)nk-1; 
hence, 
n,+1--p,=i;+(+l)n,+ ... +(i;-l)nk_,, 
n,+1-9k=j;+(j;-l)fl,+ ... +(j/-l)nk-i, 
with 
i’:=m,-i,+1, s j::=m,- js+l, s = l(l)k. 
Now, persymmetry follows from (2.7) and the fact that 
ii t,77 
siri= = ( - l)iilsin~, sin..$$=(-l)“+lsin~, 
(2.11) 
It is clear from (2.10) and the symmetry of E, matrices that SiL, jk = Sjk, il. 
Further, we infer from (2.10) that 
By virtue of the equalities (2.11), taken for s = k, it is seen that the latter 
expression is equal to Sik, jt. 
The double symmetric structure of the other Kronecker submatrices can 
be proved along similar lines. n 
For Sk\r matrices, the double symmetric structure holds with respect to 
the Kronecker submatrices of orders n&_ 1, n&2,. . . , n,+ 1. 
THEOREM 6. Each element of a S, matrix can be written as a sum of 
elements of its first row (or column). 
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Proof. The proof is based on the trigonometric identity 
sinpxsinqx=sin(p-l)xsin(q-l)x+sinxsin(p+q-1)x, 
p,qEN,, xER. (2.12) 
Consider the submatrices Sik, jk. Because of symmetry and persymmetry, we 
can confine ourselves to pairs (ik, j,) satisfying the inequalities i, < j,, 
i, + j, - 1~ mk. On applying (2.12) to the (pk_r, qk_r)th element of Sip, jk, 
we obtain, on account of (2.7), 
This generalizes to the matrix recursion 
sik,jk=sik-I,j,-l+sl,ik+jk-l* 
i,>l, 
leading further to 
ik - 1 
‘il. jt= C ‘1, jk-ik+1+2tr’ 
tlr = 0 
(2.13a) 
By considering Kronecker submatrices Si8, j.; r, js+ ,;, ;1, jk of successively lower 
order, s = k( - l)l, we infer from (2.13a) 
i, - 1 
‘is. j.:l, j,+,;...;l, jk= C ‘1 j -i +1+2t .l, ja+,;...;l, jk’ &=a ’ * s $’ 
(2.13b) 
Substituting for each s the equality (2.13b) in the preceding one (for s + l), 
and thereby replacing j, by j, - i, +1+2t,, s-t1 Q I< k, we ultimately 
obtain for the individual elements of S, 
i, - 1 i, - 1 
S 
Pk.% 
= c 0-a c sl,qi’ (2.14a) 
t, = 0 tL = 0 
with 
qi= j;+ i (j~-1>~,-,, ji:= j,-i,+1+2t,, (2.14b) 
s=2 
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i,< jsdm,+l-i,, s = 2(l)k. W (2.14~) 
The equivalent of this theorem for S, , I matrices is the equality (2.13b), 
taken for s = r + 1. 
As a consequence of Theorem 6, each S, matrix can be represented by its 
first row (or column). A convenient notation is 
(2.15) 
Likewise, each Sk,r matrix can be represented by its first block row, 
comprising Kronecker submatrices of order n,. 
S matrices share this property with other types of structured matrices 
such as Toeplitz matrices and Hankel matrices. As a matter of fact S matrices 
can be written-in more than one way, as the next theorem shows-in the 
form of differences of such matrices. 
THEOREM 7. Each S, matrix can be written as 
s, = of’) _ y-(i) k 9 i = 1,2, (2.16) 
where Hi’), Hi’) are persymmetric Hankel matrices with first row matrix 
edits (of&_, type) 
(2.17a) 
and 
c&,,c,,...~cmk+,> (2.18a) 
respectively, and Tk cl), Ti2j are symmetric Toeplitz matrices with first row 
m&ix edits (of Sk__, type) 
(2.17b) 
and 
(2.18b) 
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respectively; the C,-matrices in (2.18a, b) are given by 
(2.18~) 
Proof. On applying the trigonometric identity [which is a generalization 
of (2.12)] 
sinpxsingx=sin(p-s)xsin(q-s)x+sinsxsin(p+q-s)x, 
P,cl>SE:N,, s<min(p,q), XfZlR, (2.19) 
to the Kronecker submatrices Sik, jt, we obtain 
with sk < min(ik, j,) and i, + j, - sk Q mk. By means of the substitutions 
sk + i,, i, +- t,, j, + t, + i,, this leads further to 
and by means of the substitutions sk + i,, i, +- i, + t,, j, + i, + t, + 1, to 
(2.2Ob) 
Starting with S,,, and S,,,, and using the subscript values 
i, = l(l)mk - 2, 
m,-ik 
t,=1(1) 2 > 
i 1 
the two equalities (2.20) allow us to generate all the Kronecker submatrices 
Sik, .k (at least those for which i, < j, < mk + 1 - i,, but by virtue of Theorem 
5 ai!l others are known then as well). In so doing we obtain the first splitting 
(2.16), (2.17). 
By virtue of another trigonometric identity, 
sinpxsinqx=+[cos(p-q)r-cos(p+q)x], p,qEN, XElw, 
128 
we have 
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1 
e<m*)e(mkc) = (ik - jkbkT 
tk,tk tt.k m,+l [ 
cos 
m,+l 
_ cos Gk + . 1 (2 21) 
From (2.21) and (2.18~) we infer 
(2.22) 
with i, < j, < mk + 1 - i,. The validity of the second splitting (2.16) (2.18) 
then follows at once from (2.22). n 
The submatrices of order nk_ 1 which occur in (2.17) and (2.18) being 
S k_l matrices, can in their turn be split up into differences of (block) Hankel 
and Toeplitz matrices, whereby submatrices of order nk_2 appear, etc. 
The state of the art of structured matrices is presented in Heinig and Rost 
[S]. Also, matrices of type T + H (sums and differences of Toeplitz and 
Hankel matrices) are investigated there, in particular inversion techniques. As 
a consequence of Theorem 7, these matrices contain the S matrices as a 
subclass. 
For S matrices, however, a specific inversion procedure can be developed, 
which is based on an exact formula for their eigenvahres. 
THEOREM 8. Given a sequence { s~,~~}, qk = l(l)n,, ofreal or complex 
numbers, associated with the sequence ok ‘= {m,, m2,. . . , mk} (i.e. nk = 
nf=,m,). Then the symmetric and persymmetric matrix built up in accor- 
dance with (2.14) is a S, matrix with eigenvalues A,k= A,,,,,,,,, given by 
qk is given by (2.1), and U,(x) represents a Chebyshev polynomial of the 
second kind of degree r. 
Proof. Let Pk be the matrix constructed as prescribed, and let D, be its 
diagonal matrix of eigenvahres. The association with the sequence wk lays 
down the usual partitions on Pk and D,, producing submatrices of orders 
nk- r? n&s,. . . . Then Pk is a Sk matrix iff 
PkEk = E,D,. (2.24) 
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From (2.24) we infer 
C ‘1 jkEjk,tk= El,*kDtky 
jk=l ’ 
1 Q tk f mk. 
This can also be written as 
or, finally, as 
mk e<mk) 
c $$Pl,jkEk-l=Ek-l*tk, 1 < t, < mk. 
jk=l el,tk 
Proceeding to lower-order submatrices, we obtain similarly 
9-l ml, e(mk-‘) 
C 
jr_-,=1 
. . . C * ~Pl,jk_,;l,jkEk-,=E,-,*tk~,,tk7 
jk = 1 el.tk_, . k 
1<t k_16mk_l. 
We continue this way until we arrive at the individual elements X t,,, ,, , TV of 
Dk and those of Pk (which are the given numbers s~,~,). Since 
U,(x) := 
sin(r+l)O 
sin8 ’ 
x := case, 
it follows from (1.5) that 
e(“S’ 
I..& m,+l -= 
ei?) tsr 
l<s<k. 
7 s sin - 
m,+l 
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Hence, we have found a matrix 0, with elements given by (2.23) and 
satisfying (2.24). n 
In order to construct an S, , I matrix in a similar manner, we must start 
from a sequence { Sl,pt }, qk = 1( l)nk/n, of matrices of order n,, associated 
with the sequence {n,; m,+,,...,mk}. On building up a matrix in accor- 
dance with (2.13b), with s = r + 1, it indeed appears to be a S, , I matrix, the 
blocks of its block diagonal matrix B, being given by 
with 
qk’=jr+l+(jr+2-1)n,+,+ “’ +(jk-l)nk-l* (2.25b) 
The eigenvalues of this Sk,, matrix are the eigenvalues of the matrix given 
by (2.25). 
If all eigenvalues (2.23) turn out to be nonzero, the corresponding Sk 
matrix is nonsingular, and its inverse is given by E,DilEk. On account of 
(2.7), the first-row elements 3,,,, of this inverse then are 
(2.26) 
By virtue of (2.9) the counterpart for Sk,, matrices is (Si,4L denoting the 
first-row matrix elements): 
provided, of course, that the B,;+t,,, ,, tk exist; qk is again given by (2.25b). 
The formulae (2.23), (2.26), or (2.25) (2.27), constitute an algorithm for 
computing the inverse of an S or a semi-S matrix, whereby the first (block) 
row elements are the given data. We will discuss this matter in more detail in 
the next section. 
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We conclude this exposition of intrinsic properties of S matrices with the 
following trivial assertion about the linear structure of the V, sets (see 
Definition 2 and Theorem 2). 
THEOREM 9. The matrices 
q9k):q) 0 . . . 0 1 0 .** o), I < qk G nk, (2.28) 
with the element 1 located on the q& place, fm a basis of the linear space 
V,, i.e. 
vs, E v,: 
Adaptation of this assertion to the case of Sk,, matrices is straightfor- 
ward. The formula (2.23) allows to write down a formula for the eigenvalues 
of the matrices (2.28): 
x’P:,‘..,tk= fi ujs-l co’s 9 
i I 1<t,<m,, s=l(l)k. s-l s 
3. S MATRICES AND FINITE-DIFFERENCE METHODS 
We will now explore the idea of direct inversion of S matrices, suggested 
in the previous section, and consisting in the evaluation of (2.23) and (2.26). 
If an Sk matrix is given by its first row, and if one wishes to calculate the 
first-row elements of its inverse (the latter thus being completely determined), 
this method clearly is an 0(2n,) storage procedure. In order to simplify the 
tracing of its computational complexity (measured in terms of the number of 
multiplications and divisions involved), we assume that the m,, s = l(l)k, 
have nearly equal magnitude. We introduce the numbers m := max, m, and 
n := mk. 
When the Chebyshev polynomials in (2.23) are evaluated as quotients of 
sines (which with regard to accuracy is preferable to a recursive computation), 
the eigenvalues APk can most efficiently be computed by performing a 
multidimensional fast Fourier transform (FIT), which is an 0( n log n ) proce- 
dure. For details of theory and practice of this technique, we refer to Cooley 
and Tuckey [2], Brigham [l], and Mersereau and Speake [8]. Similarly, (2.26) 
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yields the first row elements of S,’ through the application of a second 
(modified) FFT. 
However, instead of using (2.26), it appears to be more advantageous to 
invoke the second splitting (2.16) for obtaining SC ‘. This can be seen as 
folIows. 
From (2.16) and (2.18~) we infer 
cl,+1 - cm,-1 ) 1 
with 
The 6,, being Sk-r matrices, can in their turn be represented as 
where the S,_, matrices d,k_,,,, 0 < rk_r d mk-r+ 1, are given by 
Ck-,.rk= 
1 
(ml,_,+l)(?nt+l)E~-s 
i 
mk-l *k 
x c c ..s~;-~_:r.o~~D~~,,~~ 
t&,=1 t,=1 
Proceeding this way, we obtain the numbers 
q,...,rk= (-lT 2 mk  + 
*St,= 
rlf=,(m,+l> t,=1 *.. &=l SE1 COSm, “t,,l..,tk 1 
from which the elements I,,, of S;’ can be synthesized by means of 
repeated use of the relation (2.22). For k = 1, for example, these elements are 
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given by 
li i=Ei+j-F. 
kil’ igj<m,+l-i, 
and for k = 2 by 
s”& 4* = E. :I+jl,i,+j, -Cli,-j,l,i,+j,-Ci,+j,,li,-j,l+Cli,-j,l,lip-j,l~ 
i,G j,<m,+l-i,, s = 1,2. 
For arbitrary k, the expression for slPk,qk exists of 2k terms, each term having 
v subscripts of the form (i, - j,(, 0 Q v < k, and k - v subscripts of the form 
i, + j,, and with signature ( - 1)“. 
The computation of the numbers Err,,. , ,~ can again be performed by 
means of a multidimensional FFT. As a substitute for the evaluation of (2.26) 
it is less complex and moreover provides more numerical stability in building 
up the whole matrix S;’ than is feasible with the summation formula (2.14). 
The beneficial features of the proposed inversion method for S matrices, 
i.e. numerical stability for large values of n and relatively low complexity, 
allow us to put forward a few arguments in favor of matrix inversion as a 
method of numerically solving linear systems having an S matrix (henceforth 
called S systems), at least in some typical cases. 
Consider the S system 
s,x = f, (3.la) 
with x, f E R “k. The components x j of the solution vector are then given by 
xj=(S;lf)j, j = l(l)n,. (3.lb) 
In this form, their computation requires O(n2) multiplications. An indis- 
pensable prerequisite therefore is that inner products of the form (3.lb) can 
be performed with high precision. (The present availability of software for 
high-accuracy arithmetic makes this condition a realistic assumption.) Hence, 
the method of direct matrix inversion for solving an S system turns out to 
have 0( n2 + n log n) computational complexity. 
In general, solving a linear system by direct matrix inversion offers the 
advantage that the components of the solution vector can be computed in 
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arbitrary order, even simultaneously; moreover, those which are not wanted 
need not be computed at all. Now, all such attractive properties of the direct 
inversion method, including its relatively low complexity, have to be matched 
with the effectiveness of standard solution methods. Direct solution methods 
of general systems based on Gaussian elimination or the like, are 0(n3/3) 
procedures (see Isaacson and Keller [7, p. 36]), hence expensive and, more- 
over, highly unstable for large n. In the latter case, iterative techniques are 
appropriate, but these can only be considered as effective when the matrices 
involved have special features such as band or block band structures or other 
types of sparsity that entail considerable lowering of the computational 
complexity. 
As a matter of fact, band structured S and semi-S matrices frequently 
occur in practice. One possible source from which such matrices may 
originate is the use of finite-difference methods for solving certain types of 
boundary-value problems with constant coefficients. For the resulting S 
systems, the method of direct matrix inversion has to be compared with the 
usual relaxation or splitting iterative techniques. 
As a case study, we investigate here linear systems which arise by 
discretizing the Hehnholtz equation in one and two space dimensions: 
CER, XE [ol, (3.2a) 
a”+ a”+ 
,re+aye+C2+(%Y)=f(5Y)¶ CER, (X,Y) E [h,l x Kb21. 
(3.3a) 
To these equations we add the respective boundary specifications of Dirichlet 
type 
$(O) = ao, +(a) = al, ao,alERr (3.2b) 
and 
do, Y) = ao( cP(aly Y>= al(Y), 4wN =PobL 
+,a,) =m>, (3.3b) 
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or of the general linear (Robbins) type 
440 d&4 
dx 
- Poe0 = ao, --p,$(a)=~,y “iyPiER9 i=O,l, 
dx 
(3.2~) 
and 
adO, Y) a+(~,, d
ax - Porn Y) = so(Y), ax - ?v#(% Y) = 4YL 
afw9 a+, a2) 
ay - 90444 =Po(x)9 ay -9l@J(x42)=&(Y)~ 
pi,qiEIW, i=O,l. (3.3c) 
In order to solve the problems (3.2a,b), (3.2a,c), (3.3a,b), and (3.3a,c) 
numerically, we cover the domains of both equations by a grid of equally 
spaced points with coordinates xi, i = O(l)n, x0 = 0, x, = a, nh = a, and 
(xi, vi), i=O(l)m,, j=O(l)m,, rc=yo=O, ~,,=a,, ym,=a2, mihi=Ui, 
i = 1,2, respectively. The net function in these points will be denoted by 
ui = u(xi) and by uij = u(xi, yj). The derivatives in both equations are then 
approximated in the usual way by central differences, i.e. 
For the problem (3.2a,b), this yields the difference scheme 
u~+~--(~-~~c~)u~+u~_~=~~& i = l(l)n - 1, (3.4a) 
uo = q, U” = al, (3.4b) 
which in its turn can be put in the form of the linear system 
M n-1U = g1, (3.5a) 
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with 
M,_, := (2 - h2c2)Z, - P,, - P,‘, (3.5b) 
UT:= (u l,‘..,U”_l > > 
g;:=(q)- h2f,, - h2f,,..., - h2f,_2,yh2A-$ 
The tridiagonal matrix M,_ 1 clearly is of S, type, having the matrix (1.1) as a 
special instance (c = 0). The elements I,, j of M,!, can be found by means 
of (2X3), (2.26); the result is 
$1 j= 
sin(n-j)8 
sin& 
, j=l(l)n-1 (3.6) 
(assuming here that h2c2 < 4). Equation (3.6) is a particular case of an 
inversion formula given by Fischer and Usmani [3]. 
At first sight, direct matrix inversion for solving the system (3.5) offers no 
advantages in comparison with the usual factorization method for such 
systems, having an O(5n) computational complexity (Isaacson and Keller 
[7, p. 571). However, in order to reduce truncation errors, one is often 
inclined to choose n very large, without the need of knowing that many 
values of the net function u. Direct matrix inversion may remedy both the 
possible abundance of solution values ui and the numerical instability inher- 
ent in the recursive nature of the usual solution methods. 
For the onedimensional Robbins problem (3.2a,c) we have to handle the 
scheme (3.4a) once again, but now for i = O(l)n. The appropriate boundary 
conditions are obtained by approximating the derivatives in (3.2~) by 
(ui - u_ ,)/2h and (u,+i - u,_,)/2h, respectively, and then fixing the 
quantities u_i and u,+i: 
u_,:=u,-2h(p,u,+a,), U,+1:=U,-1+2h(plU,+(yl). 
This produces the (n + l)th-order system 
H,+p = g,, (3.7a) 
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with 
h2c2 h2c2 
l+hp,-~,2-h2c2,...,2-h2c2,1-hp~-~ 
g;:= -ha,- T, - h2f,,..., -hZf,_,,ha,-z . 
i 
This time H,, 1 is not an S, matrix. However, it can be factorized as 
H n+l = M,+l R(‘), where M,, 1 is an S, matrix defined by (3.5b); the other 
factor can easily be found by using the formulae (3.6): 
(3.8a) 
with 
_ _ 
a0 = *os1,1- 81.2, 
aj-1 =x081 j-Bl j_l-qj+l 
j = 2(l)n, 
a, - = XOSl,n+l- Sl,“, 
h2c2 
ro:=l+hpo-T, 
b, = x1&,, - I,,,, 
bj_,=x,~,,j-~l,j_,-s”,,j+,, 
k, = x,~,,n+, - g, n, 
h2c2 
Xl :=l-hp,-2, 
(3.8b) 
sin(n +2 - j)O 
sl,j= sin(n +2)0 ’ 
j = l(l)n + 1. 
Knowing ML: 1, the system (3.7a) can be replaced by 
R@‘u = M,: ,g,, 
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which is easily solved to give 
?I+1 
aOuO + bnun = C sl, jg2, j' 
j=l 
(3.9a) 
n+l 
anuO+bOun= C gl,n+2-jiT?2,j 
j=l 
and 
~j=(~,:,g,)j-~j~o-b~_j~n, j = l(l)n - 1. (3.9b) 
In the same way as we did before, the solution method expressed by (3.8) 
and (3.9) can be compared with the usual methods applicable to the 
tridiagonal system (3.7). 
Turning to the two-dimensional problem (3.3a), we get in the usual way 
the difference scheme (Isaacson and Keller [7, p. 4531) 
Uij-el(Ui+l,j+Ui-l,j)-e~(~i,j+l+~i,j-l)= -S”fi,j, (3.10) 
with 
82:= 
hfh; 
2( h; + hi) - c2h;h; ’ 
i = 1,2. 
For the Dirichlet problem (3.3a, b), the scheme (3.10) holds for i = l( l)m, - 1, 
j = l(l)m2 - 1. Upon ordering the net function values ui, j lexicographically 
into the vector 
UT:= u;,u,T ,...) u;2_l , ( 1 U~'=(U1,j,"2,j'...,u,,-l,j I> 
j = l(l)m2 - 1, 
(3.10) converts into the linear system 
B mz-I u = 01, (3.11a) 
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with 
B m,-1 := Z~~_~QA-B,[~~*-,4Z~~-~+(p~~-,~Z,,-,)T], 
(3.11b) 
(We omit the specification of the vector ~1i.) 
It is easy to verify that the submatrices Bi, j of B,2_l, i.e. Bi,i = A and 
Bi,i_i=Bi,i+i= -‘sZm,-i> satisfy the relation (2.13a). Hence, Bm,_l is a S, 
matrix, associated with the sequence { m, - 1, nrs - l}; A and - @,Z,, _ r are 
its nonzero Kronecker submatrices, and it reduces to the exemplar matrix 
(1.10) if c = 0, h, = h,, m, = m2 = n + 1. 
The eigenvalues of Bm,_l are directly given by (2.23): 
x _=I - 2elcosfi” - 2e2cosf2n, l<ti<?7$-1, i = 1,2. (3.12) 
ml m2 
They can be used for computing the elements Si, j of B”_:_ 1, as described 
earlier. Unlike the one-dimensional case, the gi, j cannot be expressed in 
closed form, not even for the special matrix (1.10). Comparison of the direct 
inversion method for solving (3.11) with the usual iterative methods for such 
systems can be done on the basis of the following complexity estimates (valid 
for m, = m2 and n = m:). Apart from O(n/2) sine evaluations, the inversion 
method requires O[(s +log n)n] arithmetic operations, where s is the num- 
ber of computed u-components. Techniques such as SOR and ADI require 
(at least) O(5n) arithmetic operations per iteration step. 
For the Robbins problem (3.3a, c), finally, the scheme (3.10) has to be 
taken for i = O(l)m,, j = 0(l)m2. Upon introducing the vector 
UT:= u,T,u; ,..., u;2_l’u;2 3 ( 1 
UT'=("~,j~u~,j,...)U~l-l,jlum,,j )p j = O(l)m,, 
the corresponding linear system turns out to be 
H m,+lU = v2> (3.13a) 
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with 
-e2[Pmpt1010rr+l+(P,,,+101,,+l T , )I 
(3.13b) 
- 28, 
1 + 2fl,h,4, 
- 2W,P, 
(3.13c) 
l- 2~&,~1+2~lhlP, - 28, 
Cl- 2@2h,%L-1 
F, := 
- he1 -el(p,,_l+p,T,_l) -eleml-l 
- 28, 1 - 2fQ241 - 24hlP 1 I 
(3.13d) 
and 
1 + 24h,po - 28, 
G := - 01 L,-1 - e&-l+ p,T,_l) - Bleml_, 
- 29, 1- 2Vw, 1 . (3.13e) 
(Here, the symbol e, denotes the rth unit vector of dimension ml - 1.) We 
again factorize H,B+ 1 as 
H m*+1= fim,+lR(2~, (3.14a) 
with 
kI,+l:= L,+1 @G - e2[p~~+~~z,,+~+(P,~+~~z*,+~)r] (3*14b) 
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and 
R(z) := I* (3.14c) 
The matrices A i, B, _are yet to be determined. 
It appears that Bm, + I is a semi-S matrix, of type S,, i, because G is not 
an S matrix. This fact complicates the inversion of 4, + i, and for the sake of 
illustrating the general theory, we will dwell on this now. 
2 m,+l can be written in the form Es&,, where 8 is block diagonal with 
blocks Bj, j = l(l)m, + 1, of order m, + 1, given by 
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G - ~cos-&Z~,+~ I Ef’Q + 1) . 1 
In order to compute ii*‘+ 1 := ( Bij) = E,i?- ‘E,, we thus have to know the 
inverses of the matrices 
A 
Gj:=G-2~0s 
jr 
-I 
ml+2 ml+l’ 
j = l(l)m, + 1. 
To this end, we factorize dj as 
tii=ejJ=CjRjJ, 
with 
6, := diag 
1 + 28,hlp0 - 2cos[ jr/( m,+2)] l-2cos[j9r/(m,+2)] 
281 
, 
4 
,*..> 
l-2cos[j7r/(m,+2)] l-2B,h,p,-2cos[j?~/(m,+2)] 
4 
9 
24 1 
-en,+l-c,+l, 
c,:= 1-2cosMml+2)1 z 
J 
4 
m,+l 
_p 
m,+l 
_PT 
m,+l, 
J := diag(28,, e,, . . . ,8,,28,) 
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(3.15) 
The C. are tridiagonal S, matrices, which can easily be inverted by means of 
formui ae similar to (3.6). Also, the elements of the Rj are obtained by using a 
formula package similar to (3.8b). 
The inverse B,: ’ are then given by 
jj:l= E~m~+l)J-1R~‘C~‘E(“l+‘). 
I 1 
In this formula, the R;’ are easily deduced from (3.15): 
_ b(i) 
tn. 
I dj dj 
#b(i) _ b&(i) b;)(i) _ abj)b(i) 
dj 
Z ml-l 
dj 
L - q dj a$j) dj 
with 
The first-row matrix elements of 8-l are finally given by 
i 
%+I 
&, j = Ef"l+l) 1 
t=1 
They suffice to build up the whole matrix i-‘. Eventually, in order to reduce 
the amount of computational work (but at the cost of accuracy), we can 
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confine ourselves to the computation of B,,, andB,,a, and then extract the 
remaining B,,j from the recursion 
‘2’,,j+l=G’l,j-e2B,,j_,, j = 2(l)m,. 
Once the gi, j are known, we can use them for computing the matrix 
elements A ., Bj of R(‘) [see (3.14c)l. Further, they are needed for the 
solution of t h e original system (3.13a), after having put this in the form 
Although the applicability of the theory of S matrices to finite-difference 
equations as described in our case study does not extend to problems with 
variable coefficients or to grid spacings h or h,, h, which vary over the 
region of interest, it can nevertheless be enlarged in several ways. 
First, it will be clear that discretization of k-dimensional boundary-value 
problems for the Helmholtz equation will produce S, or semi-Sk matrices. For 
example, a three-dimensional Robbins problem gives rise to a Ss, 2 matrix, 
having semi-S submatrices of type S,, r. 
Next, the Helmholtz equation type can be generalized. It is obvious that 
the presence of first-order derivatives, for example, causes asymmetry in the 
resulting difference scheme. As an illustration, let us consider the equation 
$+ug+bl$(x)=f(*), U,bER, 
with appropriate boundary conditions. The usual discretization (whereby 
d+/dx is approximated by 6+/2h) leads to the matrix 
Fn_l := (2-bhl)I,-,-(I+~)p.,-jI-~ip,‘1,. (3.16) 
By means of the transformations 
2 - bh2 
’ := (1 _ ;a2h2)‘/2’ ’ 
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f”,-1 can be factorized as 
thus creating a S, matrix, and making direct inversion easily practicable. This 
procedure can be generalized to higher dimensions. 
A final enlargement consists in approximating the derivatives by higher- 
order central differences. Between the operators d2/dx2 and ?I2 the follow- 
ing relation holds (Householder [6]): 
Making use of the formula 
&2PUj, z ( -qd 2p 
i i i 
up+j-i’ 
i-0 
we then find as a fourth-order approximation to Equation (3.2) the scheme 
A{ - uj+2 + 16u,+r - (30 - c2h2)uj + 16u,_r - “j-2} = h”$, 
j = l(l)n - 1, (3.17a) 
and as sixth-order approximation 
&{2uj+3- 27Uj+2 +270uj+l - (4$Jo-C2h2)Uj +27OUj_l 
- 27~,_~ +2uj_s} = h”j& 
j = l(l)n - 1. (3.17b) 
Both schemes have to be supplemented with extrapolation formulae for the 
off-domain quantities u_~,u_~ and u,+~,u,+~; the simplest such formulae 
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u-1 := 2u, - U,, u-2 := 2u, - 212, u,+1:= 2u, - z&,-1, 
U n+2 := 2u, - q-2. 
This yields the S, matrices 
_ [ 
29 - c2h2 - 16 1 
- 16 30 - c2h2 - 16 1 
1 - 16 30 - c2h2 
**. -..I 
-16 1 ’ 
463 - c2h2 - 268 27 -2 
- 268 490 - c2h2 - 270 27 -2 
27 - 270 490 - c2h2 - 270 27 -2 
-2 27 - 270 490 - c2h2 - 270 27 - 2 
respectively. 
If one does not wish to apply direct inversion, one can still resort to a 
procedure aiming at a factorization of band S, matrices into tridiagonal S, 
matrices. This procedure goes as follows. Let 
M:=(a, a2 a3 *** a, 0 **. o), a,#O, 2<r<n, 
(3.18) 
be a n x n S, matrix, given by its first row. We intend to factorize M as 
(3.19a) 
where 
MC’) := #) b&l’ c . . . b(l) 0 . . . r-1 0) (3.19b) 
and 
T(l):= 2x, 1 0 *.a 0) ( (3.19c) 
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are S, matrices with elements bj’) and x1 yet to be determined. Equations 
(3.18) and (3.19) imply the following equalities: 
bi’?r +2x,bi” + b(kl!r = ok, k = 2(l)r - 2, (3.2Oa) 
b;“, +2x,b;‘_), = a,_,, 
and 
b(l) = a,. r-1 (3.2Ob) 
Multiplying both members of all equations (3.20) by 
UO(xl), U,(X,), . . . , U,_ 1(x1), respectively, and then eliminating 
b\‘), b$‘), . . . , bj’,, successively leads to the result that xl is a zero of the 
polynomial 
q.U,_,(x) -a,_,U,_,(x)+ **- +( -1)‘~‘u,U,(x). (3.21) 
Since xl can be any of the r - 1 zeros of (3.21) we can push the factoriza- 
tion (3.19a) further to 
r-1 
M = MC’-1) fl T(i), 
j=l 
with 
,(11-1) 0 . . . O), bc;-‘) = u,, 
pi):=(2xj 1 0 . . . o), 
and where the xi are the zeros of the polynomial (3.21). Since the S, matrix 
MC’- ‘) is nothing but the diagonal matrix urInr the final result for M is 
r-1 
M = a, n z-(j). (3.22) 
j = 1 
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Equation (2.22) allows easy matrix inversion. (Also, the eigenvalues of M 
are yielded in a handy product form.) Generalization of the above factoriza- 
tion procedure to the case k > 1 is straightforward. 
We recall that this section was intended as a survey of possible genera- 
tions and applications of S and semi-S matrices. Inevitably, this survey is 
brief and incomplete. A more elaborate exploration of the application field of 
S matrices will be reported upon later. 
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